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Abstract 

This project describes the professional context of the author and evaluates whether or not the 

social media technology Goodreads would be beneficial for her library: Welch Library of Welch 

College in Nashville, TN. Advantages and disadvantages are highlighted. Finally, Goodreads and 

social media technologies are considered from an Informatics point of view. 
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I am the library manager at Welch College, a small Bible and liberal arts college in 

Nashville, TN.  We have a student body of about 300 FTE; we also serve distance education and 

graduate students.  In our library, we currently have one full-time credentialed librarian; my job 

is a paraprofessional position, though this will change when I graduate from SLIS in December. 

We have student workers to assist with basic clerical duties, but the librarian and I are 

responsible for cataloging, acquisitions, serials, administration, and all of the other duties. We 

want to create a Goodreads account for our library because of the potential that Goodreads has to 

help us share our resources with our patrons. We hope that Goodreads can simplify tasks such as 

sending out new acquisitions lists while also serving as a catalyst for connecting our users with 

our resources.  

We have also noticed a disturbing trend in our annual library survey: most respondents 

indicate that do not take time for any sort of reading outside of their academic requirements. 

While this is understandable to a certain extent considering the high demands of college life, it is 

almost certain that respondents do have some free time that they use for other amusements.  

Perhaps using Goodreads, a social media platform that allows users to rate titles, to make 

recommendations, and to write reviews, could help reverse this trend and help our students 

establish the practice of making reading one of their amusements.  

At first glance, Goodreads offers several advantages for our specific context. First, we 

would have the ability to connect our other social media accounts to Goodreads, thus allowing 

for further dissemination of our Goodreads content. Next, we would have the ability to build lists 

(such as “New Acquisitions,” and “Recommended Resources for Paper X”) through creating 

virtual shelves, and we could populate these shelves quickly by using our scanner on the books’ 

ISBNs. We would also be able to rate and recommend titles to our virtual friends. The 
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community input and algorithms characteristic of Goodreads would also be beneficial to our 

context: we could read what others have said about a particular book and thus evaluate its 

usefulness before we order it. Also, we could use Goodreads to find titles that are similar to a 

book that we have if we know that our students will do much research in a certain subject. 

However, there are some disadvantages to our using Goodreads.  Much was written about 

Amazon’s acquisition of Goodreads in 2013. Some librarians feared that this would remove 

some of the objectivity in the algorithms (see Herther, 2013, for example) in order to sell books 

through Goodreads. Another slight drawback for us, in some ways, is the initial rating of twenty 

titles. How do we choose which books ought to be included so that the content that we receive 

will reflect what we need in our collection (Sullivan, 2013, points out that the possibility of only 

finding books in a “narrow range,” p. 117)? Also, we must consider how necessary it is for 

people to be our friends on Goodreads in order for them to see our content. If this kind of 

connectivity enhances the Goodreads experience (which it most certainly would) are enough of 

our students and faculty members on Goodreads? This issue could certainly be a stumbling block 

since we envision using the account as a means to get feedback about specific titles from our 

community. 

Perhaps some of these issues can be addressed with an evaluation of Goodreads with a 

view toward informatics. First, Goodreads facilitates social interaction centered specifically on 

books instead of on personal information or on information about current events. Turning to 

Goodreads for information about books, then, allows users to cut through a lot of the clutter 

(comparatively speaking) found on other social media sites and instead find much more targeted 

information. For example, readers could perhaps find book recommendations on Facebook, but 

they will need to sift through lots of irrelevant information on their home page feed or on 
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people’s timelines to find them.  Alternatively, they could pointedly ask for recommendations 

with a Facebook status update, but they would have to be satisfied with the responses they 

receive, titlles that may or may not actually appeal to them. With a platform like Goodreads 

though, users would instantly receive recommendations that are based on titles that they have 

rated favorably. This certainly saves time, helps readers avoid bad recommendations, and, 

ultimately, connects readers with the information they are seeking quickly and efficiently. It is, 

according to Sullivan (2013), “focused serendipity [with] great appeal” (p. 118).  

Goodreads also has the benefit of allowing users to get recommendations (or warnings to 

stay away from a certain title, for that matter) from their Goodreads friends, people that they 

know and trust. Indeed, the founder of Goodreads developed the site because he wanted to be 

able to get recommendations from people he trusted, not from those he did not know. (Pack, 

2014). Users also have the opportunity to join specific groups on Goodreads; in these groups, 

they can meet and interact with people who have similar tastes and interests.  As users observe 

others rating and reviewing titles in Goodreads, they are also able to identify users who make 

good recommendations and have similar reading habits. They can also take advantage of the tags 

that fellow users apply to books (such as “young adult,” “mystery,” “historical fiction,” etc.) and 

on the very specific lists that Goodreads users create (Bartlett, 2015, p. 15).  

In fact, this feature of Goodreads’s technology connects people with information that has 

traditionally belonged to the realm of librarians: reader’s advisory. (Herther, 2013; Trott & Naik, 

2012, p. 320).  Goodreads users have the ability to automatically receive information about 

books that they are interested in, and they are also introduced to new titles in this virtual context  

Thus, visiting Goodreads means that an avid reader does not have to make a trip to a physical 

library building to seek advice from a librarian; instead, they can glean book selection assistance 
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through interaction with their Goodreads friends, through the algorithms that Goodreads uses to 

make suggestions, and through reading user reviews and ratings of certain titles. Technology, 

then, brings information through a person’s screen, saving them time and, from some users’ 

perspectives, awkward social interactions. Naik also notes that the tone and style of many of the 

conversations about books in Goodreads changes with different genres (Trott & Naik, 2012, pp. 

320-321). Readers interested in humor, for example, are not likely to encounter the same kinds of 

conversations about humor titles as they would in a discussion of a Shakespeare work. All of 

these factors indicate that Goodreads recommendations are likely to be much more casual and 

less formal than official reader’s advisory, as well. 

Goodreads is just one of the many social media platforms that connect people with 

information in new and innovative ways. As a library manager at an academic library, I ought to 

use these social media technologies to their full potential. Social media allows us to connect 

patrons with information about our services in an immediate and relevant way.  Most people 

have social media accounts, and when they follow or friend the library account, they will see 

library information when they scroll through their feeds, instead of having to deliberately visit 

the library’s website to find the information.  Social media also can connect users with links to 

library resources. 

 Hall (2011) has written that most librarians do not fully take advantage of all that these 

technologies have to offer, though. One area in which libraries have fallen significantly short in 

their use of social media technologies is that of relationship building. Hall argues that libraries 

are guilty of only using their accounts as means to share information while neglecting to gain 

information by forging relationships with their friends, fans, or followers.  Social media, she 

points out, is different from other databases because it is designed for interaction between the 
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information sharer and information consumer. (Hall, 2011, p. 425).  Librarians ought to take 

advantage of insights gained through the collaboration that social media facilitates; in this way, 

both the library and the audience become better imformed.  

Librarians also ought to consider which social media platforms are best for the 

information they want to share (Hall, 2011). For example, if the library is hosting an event, 

Facebook provides better event coverage than does Instagram. With Facebook, a librarian can 

create an event, can describe the event, can invite people to the event, and can post pertinent 

information to the event page.  Though a librarian could (and should) share information about the 

event with an Instagram picture, Facebook provides better tools. Thus, libraries should consider 

what kind of information they want to share through social media accounts and should then 

decide which services are best suited to their purposes. 

In my library, where we truly want to better highlight our books and to encourage reading 

through virtual reader’s advisory, Goodreads does have great potential.  Though there are 

certainly some issues with Goodreads that require further exploration on our end, it does seem to 

be a social media platform that could be of great benefit to us.  However, as we continue to build 

our online presence, we must continually seek to ensure that we are employing best practices and 

actively thinking about which technologies are best in each information context. That way, both 

we and our patrons have a fuller library experience. 
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